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Can you infect the world? Your pathogen has just infected 'Patient Zero' Now you must bring about the end of human history by
evolving a deadly, global Plague whilst adapting against everything humanity can do to defend itself.. In this future world you
can get from London to Sydney in two hours for a fraction of the cost, and every country in the world has an airport.
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Is now the time to go vegetarian? While making this scenario we had to really think hard about what the world would look like
if there was a re-emergence of the infamous 1990s outbreak.. Mad Cow Disease Panic over BSE almost shut down the beef
industry in the 1990s Imports were banned and burgers were off the menu until humanity got things under control.
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How many air miles can you get? Does the idea of Greenland getting a major airport excite you? If so this is the scenario for
you!Is a unique mix of high strategy and terrifyingly realistic simulation.. Recently though, unforeseen protein folding has
resulted in a new variant of the prion - putting the whole food chain at risk.. We naturally took the research and ran with it,
though, so expect a few surprises! Flight Club Huge leaps in aviation technology have seen humanity unlock the true potential of
suborbital flight on a commercial basis. Biochemistry amp; Molecular Biology Of Plants Rapidshare
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